‘We need to
move 10 million
records to
SharePoint
without
disruption.’

CASE STUDY
Department of Communications and the Arts
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T H E S I T U AT I O N
This government agency ensures consumers
understand various government systems. The
nature of this work lead them to continuously
accumulate vast amounts of data which they
were unable to manage, even with thousands
of staff across Australia. They needed to find
an efficient way of storing these records

Connectors and Search First Migration.
We did this using the tools available in a
way that allowed flexible mapping to new
information architecture in SharePoint2013.
Search365 was also able to minimise the
organisational change by implementing pilot
groups for roll out of the migration, rather
than expecting all staff to move over at once.

when needed. They engaged Search365 to
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accomplish this. They had over 10 million

• E verything in Objective has become fully

and making sure they were ready for use

records to be structured.

EXCEPTIONAL OUTCOMES

searchable in SharePoint2013, whereas
before staff had to sift through long file
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THE PROBLEM
The records management system used by the

paths, making it very difficult to find
anything.

•M
 igration was run incrementally and in a

regulator (Objective) wasn’t working for them.

staged manner to minimise organisational

They were unable to search for, or easily find,

change. This ensured that any feedback

their documents efficiently. As a result much

or changes following the testing of

unnecessary time was being spent recalling

implementation could be rolled back and

documents from long and complex file paths,

implemented as required.

and staff were simply unable to find what
they were looking for. They knew they wanted
to move to Microsoft SharePoint 2013 and
engaged Search365 to manage the migration.

• T he regulatory office saw significant
cost savings as a result of this migration.
Enhanced general productivity ensued across
the organisation.
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THE SEARCH365 SOLUTION
An Australian-owned company

Before engaging Search365, the organisation
had been quoted roughly $2 million to migrate
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from Objective to SharePoint 2013. Search365
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was able to undertake a content migration for
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them at a fraction of that price using Search

Strategic Partner

SMART SEARCH
A N D A N A LY S I S

DATA -TO - VA LU E A N D O P E N
SOURCE INTELLIGENCE
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Securely find ‘unfindable’ information

Advanced NLP and AI techniques

across legacy, structured and

extract, transform, translate, graph

unstructured databases. AI and

and analyse any source data,

machine learning including

revealing insights that drive

voice-activated search

government and business

delivers intelligent,

decisions. Combines

predictive and

smart search,

intuitively accurate

cognitive AI, deep

Enterprise search

learning and big data

experiences. Securely

to deliver insight clusters.

integrate silos of disparate

Classifies and categorises,

data. Integrate disparate
systems, dramatically reduce
network traffic volume.
Find what you want, fast.

enabling increased automation of

An Australian-owned
company

business processes and compliance.
Discovers ‘bad actors’. Achieves this
quickly across massive datasets.

Mission-critical search and AI
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